Essential Data Management
Access intuitive analytics for a complete picture
of what’s going on in your world.

Drive Better
Decision-Making

Analytics designed to provide educational stakeholders the essential
insights needed to optimize time and resources, make impactful and
meaningful decisions, improve efficiencies around school operations,

Optimize School and
District Operations

and track accountability.
Hoonuit is committed to helping educational stakeholders identify
strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement against annual goals
to be achieved for each student group for each priority and each metric
within the priorities. Hoonuit Essentials offers more than 60 out-of-thebox dashboards that can be deployed and valuable to your organization
quickly upon your implementation.

Improve Student
Outcomes

HOONUIT ESSENTIALS SOLUTION SUITE
Included features:
•O
 ver 60+ out-of-the-box research-based dashboards
and reports created using best practices
•L
 ongitudinal analysis of attendance, enrollment,
behavior, assessments, and marks
•S
 chool Improvement—a data driven process to
help address what changes is the plan intending to
address and progress towards that. Enables needs
assessment, Title 1 Planning, Special Education
Planning, Technical Planning, etc.
•D
 ata quality tools to assure accurate information and
business rule validation o Ability to create custom
cohorts and grouping of students
•A
 bility to create dashboards and metrics
•F
 ull ad-hoc reporting capability to be able to slice
and dice any measures
•S
 urveys—allows survey data to be imported to
support analysis by question and by respondent
types (e.g., student responses versus parent
responses, level types like Primary grade responses
versus Secondary grade responses)

•O
 rganization, reporting, and storing of data
required for state reporting o Support of research
and program evaluation with powerful queries and
automated snap-shot extracts to support analysis
and reporting of longitudinal district trends
•S
 upport of root-cause analysis and continuous
improvement with KPIs and ad- hoc data analysis
•S
 nap-shot technology to measure change over time
•F
 acilitation of school improvement with Hoonuit
needs assessment, goal setting, and progress
monitoring reports
•O
 ptimization of students’ course selections and
pathway to graduation
•E
 SSA dashboards and reporting
•E
 mbedded professional development modules
aligned to dashboard content

HOONUIT ESSENTIALS STANDARD CONTENT
Below are sample questions that can be answered with standard content included in our Essentials solution
suite. These dashboards and reports can be configured to reflect your specific questions and concerns.*

Sample questions included:
• Which students have been tardy and absent to classes?
• Are students mastering our defined academic standards?
• Which students are at-risk?
• How has students’ assessment proficiency changed over time?
• Are we experiencing disproportionality in our passing rates?
• Who gained, stuck, and slid between testing years?
• What percentage of students gained, stuck, or slid?
• What are the new proficiency levels of students that gained?
• What AP courses are students taking?
• How many AP students are scheduled each year?
• What are the most offered AP courses?
• Is AP scheduling proportionate between subgroups?
• How have social science grades changed? Science? Math? ELA?
• Are students receiving more As and Bs in their courses?
• What are the current GPAs of our students?
• What grades are students receiving in core courses?
• How are students performing on district standards?
• Are students mastering our defined academic standards?
• How has students’ assessment proficiency changed over time?
• Are students becoming more proficient on Interim ELAs?
• Are students becoming more proficient on Interim Mathematics?
• Are Interim Mathematics scores improving?
• Are Interim ELA scores improving year-over-year?
• Do students grades match Interim outcomes?
• What is the attendance for each student race?
• What are the most frequent absence types?
• Is student attendance improving week-over-week?
• What subgroup has the most chronically absent students?
• What grades have the most chronically absent students?
• What schools have the most chronically absent students?
• Do we have students that are close to being chronically absent?
• Do we have excellent attendance at each school?
* These metrics may be subject to change based on customer feedback and product strategy of the company.
Configurations could require Hoonuit service hours or work by education agency developers.

Sample questions continued...
•W
 hat is the relationship between attendance and behavior?
•W
 hat is the relationship between attendance and course GPAs
for students? for highly mobile students? for homeless indicated students?
•A
 re chronic absences concentrated in specific locations?
•W
 hat are the absence and tardy rates for classrooms this year?
•W
 hat years have the most chronically absent students?
•W
 hat types of incidents are occurring at each building location?
• When are incidents occurring?
•W
 hat is the change in incidents and action usage by year?
•W
 hich students are having repeated incidents ?
•A
 re incidents decreasing week-over-week?
• Is the use of severe actions as a response decreasing?
•W
 hat is the average suspension length? In-School Suspension Rate?
Out-of-School Suspension Rate? Average In-School Suspension Days?
Average Out-of-School Suspension Days?
•H
 ow has the use of suspensions as a response changed over time?
•A
 re we reducing the occurrence of severe incidents?
•W
 hat grades are being served by programs?
•W
 hich students are receiving program services?
•H
 ow many students are currently in each grade?
•H
 ow many students have been enrolled each year?
•W
 hat are the most frequent admission reasons? Withdraw reasons?
•W
 hat schools have the highest withdraws?
•H
 ow has our student diversity changed year-over-year?
•W
 hat is the distribution of SPED needs by current student grade?
•H
 ow has SPED enrollment changed from year-to-year?
•W
 here are SPED Students Receiving Services?
•W
 hat are the primary exceptionality categories of our students?
•W
 hat are the evaluation statuses of our students’ eligibilities?

Learn More.
Contact us today

VISIT: hoonuit.com/contact
CALL: 866.259.6890
Insight you need, when you need it.

